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• Construct of Writing
– Definition
– Characteristics of written language
– Theoretical Models

• Writing Construct in the CEFR
• Examples of Writing Constructs

What is a construct?
The construct is the theoretical definition of
what it is we want to assess.
The construct is also the pivotal aspect for
validity
– we need to define what it is we are targeting
– basis for test specs, blueprint to guide
development
– reference for validation endeavours

“…there is no single definition of language
ability that will be applicable to all situations…
For each situation,… a definition … must be
developed that takes into account the test
takers, the purpose of the test and the
teaching situation.“
Weigle 2002: 41

RECAP - Characteristics of written language
• Permanent – can be re-read
• Time for production – planning, editing
• Distance to reader – need to be more explicit (than
in direct interaction)
• Context, communicative goals:
production vs. interaction
• Communicative functions
• Linguistics realisations:
complexity, formal style, vocabulary
e.g. Brown, 1994

The World of Writing
Brainstorm with your neighbour(s)…

• think of all the different kinds of writing we have to do
• what are the characteristics of each of these kinds of
writings?
• what are the different things you pay attention to in order
to compose a successful piece of text?
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Teaching Aims and Methods of foreign language writing

Implications Construct
• Construct should be theory-based and/or
curriculum-based
• Construct should be aligned to your learning
and teaching objectives
• Construct determines
– Task demands
– Assessment criteria
– Levels of expected performance

Construct => tasks and criteria
Look at the different aspects of your construct:
which aspects can you cover in writing tasks?
which aspects are best covered in assessment criteria?

Writing Construct in the CEFR

CEFR Levels of Proficiency
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CEFR Model of Proficiency
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Illustrative scales in chapter 4
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Examples for Writing Constructs

Example for a construct (DESI Project, Harsch et al., 2007)
Competences of Writers

Performance

three intercorrelated variables:

Linguistic Competences:
vocabular, morphology, syntax,
grammar: word-, sentence- and
textual level, pragmatics
(appropriateness of language in a
certain situation), discourse and
textual knowledge, sociolinguistic
knowledge (style, register, variety,
naturalness)

Appropriate linguistic
expression
Criteria 5, 6, 7,
Appropriate linguistic
structuring
Criterion 8

Communicatively
effective Text: Criteria 1
und 9
Relevance

World Knowledge
Strategic Competences:
cognitive und metacognitive
strategies like communicative
strategies (quitting vs.
reverbalisation, use of L1 vs.
circumscription), planning
strategies, test strategies,
monitoring

Content Criterion 2

Planning, Structuring
Criterion 4
Time management –
Length of text
Criterion 3
Communicative Strategies Criteria 10-12

Effective language:
- style
- emotive language
- narrative qualities
Recipient orientation

Task Demands
forth variable, having effect on the perfomance, but not on the underlying
competences

Example for a construct (Educational Standards Germany, Harsch & Rupp, 2011)

Example for a construct (Educational Standards Germany, Harsch & Rupp, 2011)
CEFRLevel

A1

B1

Task
Characteristics
 very short
prompts on
concrete topics
 concrete, very
simple and
familiar topics
 all expected
content points
clearly stated
 short prompts on
concrete or
slightly abstract
topics
 topics of personal
as well as general
interest
 expected content
points listed

Specific Purpose and Text
Types

Discourse Types

Output: Textual / Linguistic
Expectations

Specific Purpose:
 ask for or pass on
personal details
Text Types:
 write a list
 fill in forms
 write a postcard






Narrative
Descriptive
Phatic
Simple
expository

 very short and simple
output
 groups of words
 simple isolated phrases
 short sentences
 highly frequent,
elementary vocabulary

Specific Purpose
 pass on information
 provide reasons for
actions and comments
Text Types:
 write notes and messages
 write personal letters,
simple formal letters and
emails
 write reports/ articles







Narrative
Descriptive
Instructive
Expository
Simple
argumentative

 short, straightforward,
detailed texts (110-140
words)
 logical development of
ideas
 coherent text
 common, frequent
grammatical features
 task-specific vocabulary

Construct Definition
Given your background, discuss with your neighbour(s)…
• what kind of writing your students are expected to show
(e.g. write a paragraph or a whole text)
• what text types your students should be able to write, and
for what audience
• what writing prompts/contexts your students should be
able to react to (e.g. what role is given to input such as
texts)
• what role linguistic knowledge plays (e.g. range and
accuracy of vocabulary and grammar, punctuation)
• what counts as successful completion of the task?
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